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Abstract: Fractal analysis is a powerful method for the morphological study of complex systems
that is increasingly applied to biomedical images. Spatial resolution and image segmentation are
crucial for the discrimination of tissue structures at the multiscale level. In this work, we have applied
fractal analysis to high-resolution X-ray phase contrast micro-tomography (XrPCµT) images in both
uninjured and injured tissue of a mouse spinal cord. We estimated the fractal dimension (FD) using
the box-counting method on tomographic slices segmented at different threshold levels. We observed
an increased FD in the ipsilateral injured hemicord compared with the contralateral uninjured tissue,
which was almost independent of the chosen threshold. Moreover, we found that images exhibited
the highest fractality close to the global histogram threshold level. Finally, we showed that the
FD estimate largely depends on the image histogram regardless of tissue appearance. Our results
demonstrate that the pre-processing of XrPCµT images is critical to fractal analysis and the estimation
of FD.
Keywords: fractal dimension; high-resolution X-Ray phase contrast micro tomography; ex vivo
mouse spinal cord
1. Introduction
Fractal analysis is increasingly popular in many different fields among natural and life sciences,
such as, for example, materials science [1] and neuroscience [2–10]. A variety of complex systems
exhibit fractal features (e.g., self-similarity and space-filling capacity) in a limited range of spatial
scales. As an illustration, irregularly shaped biological organisms and tissues are better characterized
by fractal dimension (FD) than by traditional morphometric measures based on Euclidean geometry.
Fractal geometry features have been found in the morphology of tissue and in the vascular pattern
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around tumor cells [11,12] as well as in brain [2,3,13] and bone [14,15] structures and in protein
aggregates [16]. All these systems cannot be considered “true” geometrical fractals as they do not
scale to infinity but rather at many biologically relevant scales. For these systems, irregular shapes,
self-similarity, and non-integer dimensions are defined from a statistical point of view as the units
making the motif are similar rather than identical to the whole, and their repetition is limited to
a defined spatial scaling window [10]. FD has been employed for quantitative analysis of shape
complexity in a number of biomedical applications, including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
and computed tomography studies [2,3,7–10,12,17–19]. In the human brain, fractal analysis has been
utilized to detect structural changes in white matter (WM) [4,20,21] and grey matter (GM) [5,22,23] in
a variety of clinical settings [2,3,7,8].
Noticeably, the limited spatial resolution, normally used in clinical settings, with MRI techniques
(in the order of millimeters) makes it difficult to identify local variations of fractality induced by
structural tissue alterations, including but not limited to glial activation, invading immune cells, or
rearrangements of blood vessels. A spatial resolution of a few tens of micrometers can be obtained
by magnetic resonance microscopy performed at high magnetic fields and strong gradient systems
in intact mouse brain and ex vivo specimens of human brain [19,24]. However, these techniques
cannot resolve cellular or subcellular elements, which is especially relevant to pathological conditions
(e.g., cell damage or glia activation). Major developments in high-resolution tomographic techniques
have allowed the production of three-dimensional images of intact biological samples with a
micrometric or sub-micrometric spatial resolution, thereby allowing the distinction of different
fine shapes in biological tissues [9,10]. We have recently demonstrated that X-ray phase contrast
micro-tomography (XrPCµT) enables the study of the vascular and neuronal networks simultaneously
without sample sectioning [25]. In particular, XrPCµT imaging is a multiscale (spanning from mm to
<µm) 3D imaging technique that can be used to evaluate morphological alterations in central nervous
system (CNS) tissue [26]. However, XrPCµT images are characterized by small intensity variations
which make the segmentation process challenging.
In particular, the FD estimate largely depends on the threshold level (or levels, in the case of
multilevel thresholding) used to segment the images [27,28]. To the best of our knowledge, the
choice of an optimal threshold level is still a subject of investigation. In the present work, we used
a single-threshold binarization approach and performed FD analysis at different threshold levels
(spanning the entire range between 0–1) on high-resolution XrPCµT images of a unilaterally injured
mouse spinal cord. The aim of this work was to highlight the role of image pre-processing in the
capability of FD to discriminate between injured and uninjured tissue.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Spinal Cord Injury Model
The animal study protocol was conducted according to the European Guidelines for Animal
Experiments (2010/63/EU, 86/609/EEC and 87–848/EEC) and was approved by the Animal Ethics
Committee of University of Namur (UN 17-284). Spinal cord injury (i.e., ipsilateral hemicord) was
induced in a mouse as previously described [29]. Briefly, a unilateral, right-sided, spinal contusion was
applied, under anesthetized condition, at the C5 level using a computer-controlled spinal impactor
with an impact force set at 50 kDyn (IH400, Infinite Horizon).
2.2. Sample Preparation and Histology
One week after injury, the mouse was anesthetized with ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xylazine
(5 mg/kg) and euthanatized by exsanguination and intracardiac perfusion with 0.9% NaCl followed
by buffered 4% paraformaldehyde. The cervical spinal cord was harvested, post-fixed overnight in
paraformaldehyde, and subsequently dehydrated in Sakura-Tissue Tek–VIP for paraffin-embedding.
Spinal cord slices (10 µm thick) were obtained by microtomy and were stained with Eriochrome
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R cyanine (Sigma-Aldrich) and Red neutral (Thermofischer, Germany) according to standard
staining procedure [30]. The slices were imaged (representative single slice in Figure 1) on a Leica
2450 microscope using LAS acquisition software.




Figure 1. Representative slices from the tomographic reconstruction (a) and histology (b) of the 
unilaterally–injured mouse spinal cord. The rectangles in (a) represent selected regions of interest 
(ROIs) from contralateral uninjured hemicord (1, orange) and ipsilateral injured hemicord (2, cyan). 
The choice of ROI position was performed on the basis of the histological images (see also Section 2). 
In (b): The spinal cord slice at the same rostrocaudal level as the tomographic reconstruction stained 
with Eriochrome R cyanine and Red neutral showing affinity respectively for myelin (in blue) and 
nervous cell bodies (in pink). 
2.3. Synchrotron X-ray Microtomography  
XrPCμT measurements were carried out at the TOmographic Microscopy and Coherent 
rAdiology experimentTs (TOMCAT) beamline of The Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in Zurich. High-
quality images were obtained using the in-line free-space propagation method, as it ensures high 
image contrast of hard X-rays in transparent specimens due to the sensitivity of a coherent or partially 
coherent beam to the phase shift induced by the object [31-34]. Tomographic images were acquired 
at 17 keV using a PCO.5.5 camera and an optics combination resulting in a pixel size of 0.65 μm. The 
tomographic projections resulting from the measurements were reconstructed using Syrmep Tomo 
Project (STP), an ad hoc software [35] tuned up for phase contrast computed tomography 
experiments.  
2.4. Fractal Analysis 
Two ROIs of 1044 × 1620 pixels (approximately 700 μm2) were selected from the bidimensional 
slices (Figure 1) in both uninjured and injured tissue of the mouse spinal cord. ROI size were chosen 
to avoid spinal cord borders while maximizing the internal tissue surface area across the 850 images 
from a single mouse (~550 μm along the rostrocaudal axis) at the location of the injury. The contrast 
of the images was adjusted by saturating 1% of the top and bottom pixels values before  
further analysis. 
After the preprocessing steps, images were binarized by either applying the image-based global 
histogram threshold determined using Otsu’s method [36] or defining twenty equally-spaced fixed 
threshold levels (eighteen excluding 0, or all-white, and 1, or all-black). FD analysis was performed 
in each ROI using an implementation of the box-counting 2D algorithm running on MATLAB  
(The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) version 2016b. In particular, the box-counting method is the 
most commonly used computational tool for the calculation of the FD in complex systems. The idea 
is to consider a set of points and to find the minimum number 𝑛 of boxes of edge length 𝑟 needed 
to cover all the points in the set. The box size is then changed to determine the dependence of 𝑛 on 
the length 𝑟 , i.e., 𝑛(𝑟) . The fractal dimension 𝐹𝐷  can be calculated as −log𝑛(𝑟)/log𝑟 , which 
represents the slope of log (𝑛) versus log (𝑟). 
The box sizes are powers of 2 and the cut off for the box size, 2048 pixels, has been evaluated on 
the basis of the image size (within-box pixels outside the image have been zero-filled). Finally, values 
of the FD for the contralateral uninjured hemicord and ipsilateral injured hemicord tissue were 
obtained by averaging across slices. Fractality of the images was estimated as the goodness of linear 
Figure 1. Representative slices fro t t ic reconstruction (a) and hist logy (b) of the
unilaterally–injured mouse spinal cord. les in (a) represent selected regions of int rest
(ROIs) from contral teral uninjured he ic r ( , r e) and ipsilateral injured hemicord (2, cyan).
The choice of ROI position was performed on the basis of the histological images (see also Section 2).
In (b): The spinal cord slice at the same rostrocaudal level as the to ographic reconstruction stained
with Eriochrome R cyanine and Red neutral showing affinity respectively for myelin (in blue) and
nervous cell bodies (in pink).
2.3. Synchrotron X-ray Microtomography
XrPCµT measurem nts were carried out at the TOmographic Microscopy and Coherent rAdiology
experimentTs (TOMCAT) beamline of The Paul Scherr r Institut (PSI) in Z rich. High-quality images
were obtained using the in-line free-space propagation method, as it ensures high image contrast of
hard X-rays in transparent specimens due to the sensitivity of a coherent or partially coherent beam
to the phase shift induced by the object [31–34]. Tomographic images were acquired at 17 keV using
a PCO.5.5 camera and an optics combination resulting in a pixel size of 0.65 µm. The tomographic
projections resulting from the measurements were reconstructed using Syrmep Tomo Project (STP), an
ad hoc software [35] tuned up for phase contrast computed tomography experiments.
2.4. Fractal Analysis
Two ROIs of 1044 × 1620 pixels (approximately 700 µm2) were selected from the bidimensional
slices (Figure 1) in both uninjured and injured tissue of the mouse spinal cord. ROI size were chosen to
avoid spinal cord borders while maximizing the internal tissue surface area across the 850 images from
a single mouse (~550 µm along the rostrocaudal axis) at the location of the injury. The contrast of the
images was adjusted by saturating 1% of the top and bottom pixels values before further analysis.
After the preprocessing steps, images were binarized by either applying the image-based global
histogram threshold determined using Otsu’s method [36] or defining twenty equally-spaced fixed
threshold levels (eighteen excluding 0, or all-white, and 1, or all-black). FD analysis was performed
in each ROI using an implementation of the box-counting 2D lgorithm running on MATLAB
(The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) version 2016b. In particular, the box-cou ting method
is the mos commo ly used computational tool for the calculation of the FD in co plex systems.
The idea is to consid r a set of poi ts and t find the minimum number n of boxes of edge length r
needed to cover all the i ts i the set. The box size is then changed to det rmin the dep n nce
of n on the length r, i.e., (r). The fractal dimension FD can be calculated as − log n(r)/ log r, which
represents the slope of log(n) versus log(r).
The box sizes are powers of 2 and the cut off for the box size, 2048 pixels, has been evaluated
on the basis of the image size (within-box pixels outside the image have been zero-filled). Finally,
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values of the FD for the contralateral uninjured hemicord and ipsilateral injured hemicord tissue were
obtained by averaging across slices. Fractality of the images was estimated as the goodness of linear
fit between the number of boxes and box size. Gaussian normalization of the ROI image histogram
(i.e., pixel intensity distribution) was performed using rank-based inverse normal transformation.
Values are expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD).
3. Results
First, we calculated FD after employing a commonly used approach for image segmentation, i.e.,
estimate of global histogram threshold using Otsu’s method. Figure 2 shows the result of binarization
in a representative slice for both ROIs corresponding to the contralateral uninjured (Figure 2a,b) and
the ipsilateral injured (Figure 2d,e) hemicord, with a threshold of on average 0.47 and 0.51, respectively.
Figure 2 also shows the application of the box-counting algorithm to the binarized images. The log–log
plots of the number of boxes versus the side size of the box for both ROIs exhibited a linear trend
(Figure 2c,f), which is a signature of the fractality of the system. The FD values of the contralateral and
ipsilateral tissue were 1.79 ± 0.15 and 1.82 ± 0.15, respectively.
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Figure 2. (a,b) Representative preprocessed an bi arize -ray phase contrast micro-tomography
(XrPCµT) image from a ROI located in the contralateral uninjured he icord. (d,e) Representative
preprocessed and binarized XrPCµT image from a ROI located in the ipsilateral injured hemicord.
All images have been thresholded using the Otsu’s method. (c,f) Estimate of fractal dimension
(d,f) using the box-counting method for contralateral and ipsilateral ROIs.
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Next, we determined FD for different threshold levels spanning the full threshold range.
In Figure 3, we report the same representative images of Figure 2, each binarized using a different
threshold value, for both the contralateral uninjured (Figure 3a) and the ipsilateral injured hemicord
(Figure 3b), along with the fractal dimension as a function of the threshold level averaged across all
slices (Figure 3c). The FD of the contralateral uninjured hemicord was lower than that of the ipsilateral
injured hemicord for all threshold levels, with the difference being very clear for threshold levels larger
than about 0.3 (e.g., maximum difference of ~6% for a threshold level of 0.63; Figure 3c inset).
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Figure 3. (a,b) Image binarization at different threshold levels for the contralateral and ipsilateral ROIs.
(c) Fractal dimension as a function of the threshold level. The vertical bars in red and blue represent
the global histogram threshold (as in Figure 2; shaded areas correspond to SD). The difference in FD
between uninjured and injured tissue is shown in the inset.
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In addition, we examined image fractality (Figure 4a,c). Interestingly, the system was found to
be more fractal for threshold levels below 0.58, while there was a departure from the linear trend at
small box sizes when using thresholds >0.6. The best linear fit for the contralateral and ipsilateral ROI
was obtained for a threshold level of 0.42 and 0.53, respectively, and the values were close to those
obtained using Otsu’s method.
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Figure 5. Representative ROIs and FD analysis after standard pre-processing (a) or standard pre-
processing plus Gaussian normalization (b). The representative images are the same as those shown 
Figure 5. Representative ROIs and FD analysis after standard pre-processing (a) or standard
pre-processing plus Gaussian normalization (b). The representative images are the same as those
shown in Figures 2 and 3. The application of the Gaussian normalization adjusts both the appearance
of the images (left on each panel) and the pixel distributions (right on each panel). FD estimates for
uninjured and injured tissues are nearly indistinguishable (compare plots at the bottom of each panel).
For comparison, in (b), the FD estimate for the untransformed images (uninjured condition) is shown
(dashed line).
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4. Discussion
Fractal geometry offers the possibility to elucidate the complexity of biological tissue either in
normal or pathological conditions. For example, Esteban and colleagues found that the FD of both
lesioned and normally appearing brain WM in patients with multiple sclerosis (MS) was significantly
lower than in healthy controls (conversely, FD was higher in the patients’ GM of the brain) [2,3].
Moreover, fractal analysis revealed changes in FD of the brain WM/GM boundary and/or cortical
folding in aged subjects [8] as well as in patients affected by schizophrenia and dyslexia [6,7,37].
FD was also found to be increased in mouse brain microvascular network around tumors compared
with healthy tissue [12]. These and other studies suggest that fractal analysis can be particularly useful
for preclinical and future clinical applications.
In this study, we examined several pre-processing steps relevant to FD analysis that must be
taken into account to exploit the capability of FD for detecting CNS damage. We have shown that
high-resolution XrPCµT images of mouse spinal cord tissue are fractal (i.e., exhibit fractal features
allowing a robust determination of FD as computed through the box-counting method) across a wide
range of threshold levels used for binarization. The choice of the threshold does not appreciably
affect the ability of FD to discriminate uninjured from injured tissue in a mouse model of spinal
cord contusion. Under the conditions of our experiment, the utilization of the image-based global
histogram threshold (Otsu’s method) was sufficient to allow for discrimination of the injured hemicord.
Notably, the threshold levels determined by image-based methods can be substantially different for
different classes of images (in our case, they were distinct even in the same sample depending on tissue
condition, whether injured or not). Our findings strengthen the importance of threshold analysis prior
to FD determination. We found that the FD estimate is strongly dependent on the image histogram
(i.e., pixel intensity distribution of the images). The number of voxels surviving a given threshold
parallels the cumulative distribution function of the image histogram, and the latter determines FD as
calculated using the box-counting method. Remarkably, the appearance of the tissue (i.e., uninjured
versus injured) did not predict FD, as we clearly showed using Gaussian normalization. In other
words, FD and its threshold dependence can be identical in images looking very different but with
the same image histogram. Vice versa, FD and its threshold dependence can be different in images
looking identical but with a distinct image histogram.
The increase in FD that we report for injured tissue of the spinal cord sample is likely the result
of substantial structural changes taking place following the injury. In particular, based on histology
and other preliminary results, we suggest that a potential contribution to the increased FD in the
injured hemicord is an altered neuron/glia ratio, possibly due to neuronal loss and/or recruitment
or activation of glial cells (i.e., reactive astrocytes and microglia). Our interpretation is in agreement
with that advanced by Esteban and colleagues [3] who attributed the increased FD values in the GM
of MS patients to the higher structural complexity of GM than WM in terms of possible pathological
mechanisms (e.g., inflammatory component and cellular changes).
The present study had several limitations, primarily the fact that the analysis was carried out on a
single spinal cord. Another important limitation is that we did not examine the effect of post-processing
filters, e.g., for enhancement of specific features, on FD determination. Application of different filter
types that can be tailored for specific needs might substantially change the estimate of FD. For example,
edge detectors can be useful when applying the box-counting method to binarized images if one
does not consider filled areas (as we did in the present study) but only the corresponding perimeters
(e.g., WM/GM boundaries). Of course, when the box-counting method is applied to filled areas,
it is important to define what bright pixels represent. In our images, bright pixels roughly match
cellular elements, while dark pixels reflect extracellular space. Accordingly, our finding of increased
FD in the injured tissue compared with uninjured tissue, entails an increase in complexity of cellular
elements and a concomitant decrease in complexity of extracellular space. As an obvious consequence,
we obtained the opposite results if we determined FD on the complement images (data not shown).
Finally, we only performed a 2D fractal analysis, i.e., FD was determined on tissue slices, which did
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not entirely exploit the capabilities of the XrPCµT technique. Future studies would consider these
issues by performing 3D fractal analysis on spinal cord samples from more animals.
5. Conclusions
We used different threshold-based pre-processing approaches for FD analysis of XrPCµT images
from a single mouse spinal cord. We demonstrated the capability of FD analysis to discriminate injured
from uninjured tissue in a manner almost independent of the threshold chosen to binarize the images.
In spite of the limitations of the present study (see Section 4 above), our results provide methodological
strategies that can be useful for FD analysis of XrPCµT images aimed at evaluating topological
complexity and revealing structural changes in biological tissues, a very active and prompting field of
research [38,39].
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